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ABSTRACT:

This paper sets out the phenomenographic approach to revealing design learning. It presents an inquiry into ways of obtaining a deep understanding of colour theory, and a comparison of the various levels of understanding and applications of colour theory among a group of undergraduate multi-media design students. Evidence of cognitive value in the students’ design acts prevailed in their authentic construction of meanings, exhaustive inquiry, and value transformation. The type of intellectual activities involved a number of knowledge domains: the domain of theory, the domain of practice and application, and the domain of strategic operation. The domain-specific activities were also found to interact differently in the individual student’s conceptualization of knowledge and that led to different problem-solving approaches. Variation of the students’ cognitive models appeared to be composed of two distinct types of learning dimension.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The paradigm shift from product-oriented to human-centered approaches in design professions has challenged the traditional discipline-based design curriculum, and studio-based design learning is often found to lack connection between pedagogic strategies and learning sciences (Newstetter et al., 2001). Implications have been drawn from the contemporary educational view that learning takes place when students engage in the search for domain knowledge, generation of procedural skills and transformation of concepts with metacognitive awareness, the kind of intelligent interactivity needed for creation (Sternberg, 1987; Gardner, 1996; Reeves, 1999). The proposition in this paper about design learning is that students' understanding and the mental formation of their knowledge is continuously structured and re-structured by them under external (objective) and internal (subjective) constraints.

Bruner (1973) was considered by Kolb (1984) and Bigge and Shermis (1992) to have described human beings as information processors, thinkers, and creators who learn from grasping experience and transforming knowledge. This implies that pedagogic practices in designing must bring about a confrontation between novice and expert approaches to problem solving. Design learning should thus be concerned with the information known by the students, how that information is elicited and processed for use, and how it affects students' problem-solving approaches. Research on problem solving and education suggests that without adequate domain-specific knowledge students have difficulties in transferring what they have been taught to new situations. More obviously expert problem solvers use a large amount of domain-specific knowledge including complicated algorithms and specific heuristics to recognize problems (Phye and Andre, 1986).

In cognition terms, designers act on their prior knowledge and engage in the business of constructing and modifying new mental representations relevant to the design goal. This process of conceptual change can lead to creativity (Ward et al., 2002). Presumably, the cognitive ability to make conceptual changes is directly related to ability in structuring imaginative thoughts, and the acquisition of domain-specific knowledge and application of perceptual heuristics become the major components of creative problem solving. Pedagogically, coaching students in idea
development during problem solving is about strengthening their cognitive ability in making insightful conceptual changes. As Weisberg (Sternberg, 1999, p.248) said: “One may be able to understand creative thinking by determining the knowledge that the creative thinker brings to the situation he or she is facing”. To phenomenographic researchers, learning takes place when the learner experiences a new concept of the world and knowledge is then born. *Learning is mostly a matter of reconstituting the already constituted world* (Marton and Booth, 1997, p.139). This research was conducted mainly with this perspective concerning learning.

2. UNDERLYING THEORY

Phenomenography is fundamentally an empirical-based research approach to explore the qualitatively different ways in which people experience or understand phenomena in the world, and the core concept of “conception” or “way of experiencing” involves the referential aspect and structural aspect of learning (Marton and Pong, 2005). The referential aspect signifies the meaning of the conception while the structural aspect acts on the conception; these knowing what and knowing how aspects render the relationship between an individual and the surrounding world as contextually bounded by the internal and external horizons of a phenomenon (Marton and Booth, 1997).

In educational settings the experience of learning is concerned with the dialectically intertwined nature of the two aspects and the ways that the discerned aspects constitute a structure of awareness. The notion then arises out of the educationally critical aspects of a phenomenon in which the critical differences between learning experiences may lead to deep understanding of the phenomenon (Cope, 2000). The point of departure for the theoretical framework of this research was based on the theory of variation, that “qualitatively different ways of experiencing something could be understood in terms of differences in the structure or organization of awareness at a particular moments or moments” (Marton and Booth, 1997, p.100).

3. A STRUCTURE OF AWARENESS

Theoretically, a learner’s structure of awareness can be related to discernment, variation, and simultaneity (Marton and Pang, 1999; Pang, 2003). An individual’s perspective on learning or problem-solving tasks is the first thing to be taken into account in understanding changes in individual way/s of experiencing a phenomenon. Being knowledgeable in a subject involves a
qualitative change to a deeper and more complex understanding of a phenomenon, and the qualitatively different levels of understanding a subject can be described, compared, and categorized in terms of different structures of awareness. The notion of “a structure of awareness” underpinning the theoretical framework was based upon two basic capabilities proposed by the phenomenographic views on learning: (a) we can discern entities and aspects, and (b) we can be focally aware of a few entities or aspects simultaneously (Marton and Booth, 1997, p.123).

3. 1. CONTEXTUAL THEMES AND DIMENSIONS OF VARIATION

In relation to designing, aspects of an experience refer to the problem-solving approaches that bring about different design ideas or contextual themes; whereas in learning, such aspects refer to the different levels of understanding that bring about the qualitative dissimilarities within conceptions. In phenomenography, conceptualization of a domain-specific knowledge is seen as the key learning-mechanism leading to logical complexity or levels of understanding. The theoretical discourse of different levels of understanding a phenomenon lies in the consistent definition of the critically discerned aspects or the hierarchical learning objectives (the two interchangeable terms used in this research), which can be experienced in learning or in different problem situations (Bloom, 1956; Fazey and Marton, 2002). Similar to Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives, Fazey and Marton (2002, p.243) hold this theoretical view on the predictable performer’s operations: “The progress from beginner to expert, from novice to skilled performer, involves a progression in accurately anticipating when and what will happen and matching that to appropriately selected actions. Such progress can be expressed, from the learner’s point of view, as the change from something being difficult to it becoming easy. When it is easy, it is understood or when it is understood, it is easy.” In other words, variation of discerned entities and aspects prevails in learners’ contextual themes and hierarchical learning objectives. The entity of an experience is thus characterized by meaning and structure that can be expressed by words or through artefacts (Marton and Booth, 1997).

Variation was also found to be manifested in the form of contextual shifts which indicated a variation between students’ living worlds and symbolic representations of the world, and in the form of conceptual shifts which suggested a variation of conceptual level between the general and the specific (Marton and Pang, 1999). The ability to bring all relevant aspects into focal awareness allows a variation of ways of experiencing a phenomenon. When certain aspects of an experience are invariant and others vary, a dimension of variation is opened. This means that conceptions are qualitatively different due to the way that the different aspects of an experience
merge with each other, and that systematic description of the distinct constituents of awareness is made possible because the discerned aspects of a phenomenon represent the ‘dimensions of variation’ of a particular value (Cope, 2004). Theoretically, different structures of awareness correspond differently to the nature of an aspect, the interaction between the aspects, and the intimate relationship between the internal and external horizons of a phenomenon (Cope, 2002).

3. 2. SECOND-ORDER PERSPECTIVE AND LEARNING DESCRIPTIONS

Understanding the nature of dimensions of variation in learning is of important for students’ learning, because they describe individual students’ capabilities to simultaneously discern and relate parts to the whole (Svensson, 1984; Runesson, 1999). These qualitatively different ways of experiencing are called the “second order perspective” (Marton, 1981; Marton and Booth, 1997). Second-order perspective involves the description of how things appear to the students’ perspective but not the things as they are. A student’s way of experiencing something is seen as internal relationship between her/him and the world.

Describing the experiencing of a phenomenon is about looking into the “values” of each dimension of variation, and interpreting different categories of describing a phenomenon is concerned with exploring the relationships between the dimensions of variation, which bring about the constitution of an outcome space (Gurwitsch, 1964; Marton and Booth, 1997; Marton, 1998; Bowden and Marton, 1999; Fazey and Marton, 2002; Cope, 2004). The theoretical view supports the framework of this research to analyse how different aspects of the subject content became the thematic focus; whether the aspects of variants and invariants opened up dimensions of variation within the contextual horizons for deep understanding. Fundamentally, the research took on a systematic mode of data collection based upon logical inclusiveness and increased levels of understanding.

4. COLOUR LEARNING IN DESIGN EDUCATION

In the foundation year of design programme, visual literacy subjects are included to nurture students’ perceptual sensitivity to visual qualities and their conceptual understanding of visual structures (De Sausmarez, 1990). It is believed that visual analysis provides the structure of conception, and that visual language or elements, either tactile imagery or symbol systems, are used to reflect mutually exclusive modes of thought or intelligence (Arnhem, 1974). In studio
practice, a teacher engages novice design students in abstract exercises of visual principles with the intent of advancing them from a novice position of unawareness to a senior position of proficiency. However, there is little consensus about how these learning experiences are connected to a specific design discipline such as product or multimedia design. The assumption is that visual principles provide students with the necessary vocabularies which are to be simulated in professional operations.

The assumption of ‘automatic transfer of knowledge’ becomes a problem when there is no defined appropriateness for beginning or advanced levels of subjects in the design curriculum or for the phases in which knowledge transfer should occur. For example, it is hard for students to connect colour in theory and colour for interior use (Miller, 1997). Basically, studio-based and project-based subjects require very different forms of knowledge and assessment methods. The former brings about students’ expression of visual qualities by assigning extensive practices; it assesses students’ levels of critical awareness of potential uses of appropriate media and tools for creativity. The latter brings contexts into students’ projects as an educational strategy that addresses social and technological matters. Unless the content of both subject types is structured logically and sequentially, and assessment methods are in alignment with curriculum objectives, students may not develop basic visual principles for creative output and rely on personal preferences or intuition for a design solution.

4. 1. AN ORGANIZATION OF CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY

Colour teaching has been reviewed in the broad field of art and design as an inseparable linkage between seeing and knowing. Some teachers emphasize the “seeing aspect” of colour learning (Zwimpfer, 1995), and some focus on the “knowing aspect” of colour learning (Tomcik, 1995). It is a fair assumption that there is a necessary connection between the making of artefacts and the development of the mind. It might also be more persuasive to suggest that making is not the only central activity, but that decision making is another essential activity. In reviewing a colour subject taught in a foundation year of design study, Yuen (1997) found that the teachers organized and presented colour theory to students in two ways: (1) colour properties- from simple and basic to more complex colour mixing for students to experience colour qualities; (2) colour relationship and application- from productive learning to receptive learning sequences for students to practice aesthetic criticism and demonstrate their growing awareness.
In Runesson’s (1999) study on teachers’ different ways of handling the mathematical topic “fractions and percentages”, teachers were found to formulate different themes from certain aspects of the content and that opened up different dimensions of variation enabling students to discern critical aspects of the content. Apparently, learning may become deficient when conflicts occur between a teacher’s presentation style and students’ preference for conceptualization models and content hierarchy (Kaput, 1992). Subject content such as colour theory and its algorithms has in itself a preferred way or model of presentation. The levels of subject competence are thus concerned with both students and teachers in terms of task complexity and expectations.

4.2. COLOUR TEACHING IN MULTI-MEDIA DESIGN

With an education in the nuances of colour in different contextual environments, design students need to ‘experience’ colour theory from multiple perspectives. In multi-media design, students need to see and understand colour with the use of computer software. The core question for design teachers is the nature of learner-human and learner-non-human interactions in a computer mediated learning environment (Moore, 1989), which is quite different from traditional studio setting. To multi-media design teachers, planning a subject is concerned with designing the pedagogical structures and determining the extent to which students are able to move (navigate), test (explore), and maneuver (self pace) through the manipulation of digital media.

Basically, studio-based design methods are about design-by-drawing, brainstorming, and prototype making; the learning-by-doing activities are often seen as being in conflict with systematic techniques such as cognitive analysis and synthesis (Green and Bonollo, 2003). This paper proposes that by studying sample practices of colour theory, some unifying order can be identified for the possible organization of a subject’s conceptual hierarchy. It is about revealing students’ ways of acquiring a deep understanding of the two major roles of colour (1) its causal role for colour perception; and, (2) its epistemological, aesthetic and emotional purposes (Thompson, 1995).

5. THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

The research question was studied with a group of 13 multi-media design students in actual problem solving processes. Data were collected from interviews as well as observation in
naturalistic setting. The students worked on individual projects in three assignments of the colour course. The data obtained from each student were first analyzed and classified into patterns according to the various themes of focus. Then these patterns were codified into categories of description, viz., ways of conceptualization and problem-solving approaches. Some major patterns were identified in the students' use of cognitive strategies and domain knowledge abilities in different problem-solving approaches under the various design situations.

5.1. FORMULATING THE RESEARCH TASK

The three assignments of the colour course were considered valid for structuring the interview prototype because they simulated different mental representation relevant to the design goals in the context of colour use in fashion, interior, and graphic design. In the assignments, the students superseded the 2-dimensional colour phenomenon of hue, value and chroma to represent object-space-emotion relationships. The research task entailed qualitative descriptions of the meaning structures which were domain-specific involving the hierarchical learning objectives of three domains: content structure (referential aspect), physical structure (structural aspect), and value structure (awareness aspect). Accordingly, contexts of operational definitions (Figure 1) and sample protocol of using operational definitions (Figure 2) were established for data collection.

The research question:

□ What are the qualitatively different ways in which novice design students conceptualize colour theory in relation to their problem-solving approaches?
Figure 1: Contexts dawn from the three assignments for operational definitions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity of Learning Objectives and Problem-solving Process</th>
<th>Sample Verbs</th>
<th>Sample Operational Definitions</th>
<th>Discerned Aspect (sample operation descriptions of content structure)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. KNOWLEDGE</strong> (gathering data)</td>
<td>Name Recall</td>
<td>student recalled the use of blue and yellow for <strong>colour contrast</strong> in class</td>
<td>student defined hue, value and chroma and drew references from class exercises or personal experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. COMPREHENSION</strong> (understanding data)</td>
<td>Explain Describe</td>
<td>student described that the yellow advanced from the blue</td>
<td>student explained the different darkness of a colour was due to its value scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. APPLICATION</strong> (identifying constraints)</td>
<td>Select Solve</td>
<td>student solved a <strong>colour problem</strong> with a minimum of direction</td>
<td>student constructed a <strong>tonal variation</strong> to illustrate an interior environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. ANALYSIS</strong> (defining problem &amp; possibilities)</td>
<td>Feel Define</td>
<td>student defined the feelings of a pleasant living environment</td>
<td>student compared her idea with the red used in the painting of Degas to suggest a distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. SYNTHESE</strong> (generating solution)</td>
<td>Generate Integrate Plan</td>
<td>student was inspired by the <strong>spatial effects</strong> of Degas’s painting and generated an idea of “pulling” 2 colours together that was new to her</td>
<td>student produced a ‘happy’ colour scheme to illustrate the figure/ground relationship of a chair in the room and planned to use the 3-D software to render the chair with some lighting effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. EVALUATION</strong> (assembling &amp; criticizing solutions)</td>
<td>Check Assess Critique</td>
<td>student assessed her design with specific task criteria</td>
<td>student judged the effectiveness of the problem-solving approaches with the knowledge of colour theory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: A sample of protocol-descriptions of hierarchal content structure in problem solving

5.2 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
During data collection, the students were asked to verbalize their perceptions of each problem of the colour application series in their preferred sequences. Attention was paid to the students’ responses to their personal experience of colour, and probe questions were asked to gain an understanding of the ways in which they related their colour concepts to the focused aspects of the problem-solving tasks. Some cited samples of raw data are listed in the following:

- Raw data of the content structure (referential aspect)-

  *The value of orange and pink are very close. When yellow is put next to them, the contrast between orange and pink becomes bigger.*

  *It is easy to illustrate the feeling of spring…so I will use the colours of similar value…yes, I will use ‘advancing colour’ for summer, so it (the pattern) looks like jumping out; it is drawn towards you; it hugs you.*

- Raw data of the physical structure (structural aspect)-

  *If I found an empty space (in a composition), I would add something there; if I found it too crowded on one side, I would reduce the items or add more to the other side…perhaps it is about sensibility…the sensibility of manipulate ‘the things’ that I am going to draw.*

  *I have tried (working with software) different arrangements of the lighting in the environment. For this design, I put the light at the centre, between the television set and the sofa; that is why there is a big shadow for the television set…Later, I put the light near the back, creating these shadows. Making it more 3D…*

- Raw data of the value structure (awareness aspect)-

  *I believe…without any reference, one’s thinking is limited…I am thinking about how to do the test. What colours should be used for the different parts? Whether these two colours can be put together? If not, I have to think it over again…I think until I feel satisfied, then I will stop.*

  *Sometimes many ideas emerge when reading the problem brief; when the key points that I have picked up become the focus of the project…I would keep on referring to them as ideas are developing.*
In the preliminary coding stage, the initial segments were codified by means of the operational definitions and were marked on the typed transcripts for a provisional structure of the students’ thinking, which were then represented in a retrieval form of protocol. When well organized, the segments of protocols were exhausted until episodes emerged into an obvious coding scheme within the context of the problem task. The coding scheme served as an explicit tool for documenting cognitive operations and as a guide for systematic protocol analysis (Figure 3). The coded schemes of the thirteen students were then compared for the complexity of their learning objectives of the domains and for the dominance of their problem-solving activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Analogue Approach and Dynamic Conceptualization Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(knowledge-based towards external and internal contexts; motivated to redefine problems and take risks for unwarranted assumptions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple loops reaching level 6 of the content, value, and physical structures; reaching the state of evaluation, origination, and characterization:

- Analogous articulation of colour uses by the other artists
- Persistence in exhausting colour effects, pattern design, and ideas for originality
- Insightful problem solving with personal perspective on the design contexts and their underlying structures
- Intention of pursuing colour aesthetics with a knowledge of colour theory
- Development of media skills and aiming for complex symbolic representation
- The dimension of RA and SA strongly interacted with the dimension of AoEC and AoIC in a full learning cycle

Figure 3: A sample of coded scheme

6. FINDINGS

In principle, the data analysis was managed for individual and collective levels of description. To the extent that the group represents the variation of individuals in a wider population, and that ‘categories of description’ tell a logical relationship with one another, the relationship is frequently
hierarchical (Marton and Booth, 1997). The data obtained from the individual student were first analyzed and classified into patterns according to the various themes of focus. Then these patterns were codified into categories of descriptions. The characteristics of the identified patterns were highlighted and categorized into different cognitive models reflecting variation in conceptualizations and problem-solving approaches.

6. 1. DATA-CATEGORIZING FRAMEWORK

Operationally, the two ways of depicting the dimensions of variation allowed the communicability that fulfilled the validity and reliability of a structure of awareness (Cope, 2002):

- **As a learning cycle depicting the dominant types of learning activities during problem solving** - depictions of the students’ dominant problem-solving activities are presented as patterns of recursive nature.

- **As a hierarchy depicting the complexity of meaning structures characterized by levels of learning objectives** - depictions of the students’ learning objectives are presented as continuums and a means of ordering and relating the aspects.

The data analysis mainly looked into the students’ problem-solving processes while they conceptualized colour theory for thematic focus - a close examination of the interactions between the discerned aspects of learning; the interaction between referential aspect (RA) and structural aspect (SA), and the interaction between awareness of external context (AoEC) and awareness of internal context (AoIC). The diagrammatic interpretation of a structure of awareness is illustrated in Figure 4.
6. 2. CATEGORIES OF DESCRIPTION

There were five problem-solving approach and conceptualization models identified: the Analogue Approach and Dynamic Conceptualization Model, the Means-ends Approach and Interactive Conceptualization Model, the Trial and Error Approach and Serial Conceptualization Model, the Task-oriented Approach and Static Conceptualization Model, and the Force-fitting Approach and Linear Conceptualization Model. These cognitive models depicted the dominant looping in the awareness construct, which represented the interactivities of various phases of the experiential learning path as well as the level of association of all the phases when the students applied their domain-specific knowledge.

The looping in a conceptualization model was the flow of problem-solving strategies within the various phases: while the individual students were engaged in different meaning structures, they embarked on the contextual platform either for non-variable loops, variable loops or multiple loops for solutions. Some students tended to forfeit or retrace particular steps along the path of the loop-like problem solving; some would stay on a particular area of the learning cycle, or loop constantly for new findings. These types of looping corresponded to the complexity of the students’ learning objectives. The data categorization and the characteristics of the cognitive models are summarized below in Table 1 and Figure 5.
## Conceptualization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem solving (Dominated activities)</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Meaning structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Encountering problem</td>
<td>Jane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olivia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bruce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rennie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Assessing data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Seeking possibilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Defining problem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Generating solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Assembling/ Criticizing ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Content knowledge based:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Based:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-Solution Based:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-Problem Based:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV-Action Based:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Characterization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics Dynamic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics Interactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics Serial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics Static</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics Linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data categorization: problem-solving phases and hierarchal conceptualization.
Figure 5. a–e: The five cognitive models—looping patterns and dominant activities
7. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

In the research, the perceptual heuristics of colour application were studied. Colour has a phenomenal quality as a property of physical bodies and a quality of experience; colour perceptions could be described in causal terms and in the context of epistemological, aesthetic and emotional purposes (Thompson, 1995). With the two types of descriptions of colour quality, the research was able to distinguish among the thirteen students the naive and critical colour concepts that they acquired during problem solving. It was through the study of their activities and practices in the acquisition and exercise of such concepts that the conditions under which certain principles of learning-mechanism were made clear. One such learning-mechanism principle involving the referential and structural aspects responded to the internal structured arrays of colour groupings. Another important learning-mechanism principle concerning the awareness aspect was found in the engagement of colour vision sensitive to the sorts of properties that were presented or represented in the perceptual experience.

7. 1. THE TWO DISTINCT DIMENSIONS AND CONTEXTUAL PLATFORM

The results pertaining to the research question postulated the foundation of design learning: the contextual platform. In the research setting, it was found that the processes of conceptualization were governed by the hierarchical learning objectives of the different domains and the different sets of problem situations. The principles of the learning-mechanism have indicated that the interactive mode of design learning appears to be composed of two distinct types of dimension of variation:

- The 1\textsuperscript{st} dimension: Referential-structural Awareness Dimension (RA/SA: realizing and actualizing problem contexts)
- The 2\textsuperscript{nd} dimension: Externalized Awareness Dimension (AoEC/AoIC: formulating contextual platform)

Analogously, the Referential-structural Awareness Dimension (RA/SA) divides the contextual platform into upper and lower quadrants: the upper ones deal with problem situations and tangible reality while the lower ones are more concerned with symbolic systems and an intangible world. The Externalized Awareness Dimension (AoEC/AoIC) separates the contextual platform into left
and right quadrants: the left ones reflect the realm of activities which lead to the materialization of thoughts and the right ones handle generic abstractions which formulate hypotheses for knowledge transfer (Figure 6).

Figure 6: The contextual platform consisting of four distinctive quadrants.

7.2. LEARNING GAPS AND CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

When a domain dominates the mind set with its meaning structures and the hierarchical learning objectives of the other domains are relatively simple, the contextual platform created will be too small or inadequate for advancing knowledge or skills required for creative output. Such a phenomenon could be interpreted as having “learning gaps” during problem solving. This means that the hierarchical learning objectives of the domains are not synchronized or the levels of complexity are not in alignment for appropriate problem-solving strategies. The phenomenon is quite similar to having gaps between generative and exploratory phases of creative thinking. Creativity here has the meanings as defined by Finke, Ward, and Smith in their Geneplore Model; creativity results in mental synthesis (Finke, Ward and Smith, 1992).
Some students having difficulties in mastering the low-level description of phenomena seemed to have difficulties also in understanding and applying the generalization or abstraction to new problems and situations (Bloom, Madaus, and Hasting, 1981). On the contrary, the students who mastered the high-level description of phenomena were able to represent the content structure appropriately and worked efficiently to reach their goals. It is reasonable to believe that when consistent learning gaps occur in designing, the value or possibilities of a design idea will decrease for there is no modification of existing knowledge to advance the thinking skills required for the generation of creativity (Li, 1996). Increasing one’s knowledge within a domain will also facilitate the construction of new strategies against the old ones (Siegler, 1996).

7.3. THE GUIDELINES OF BUILDING A TAXONOMY OF DESIGN COGNITION

In order to empower students for self-efficacy in learning, this research recommends design teachers to plan instructional and tutorial strategies by acknowledging and drawing on the qualitatively different ways in which students constitute awareness of their design worlds. Some students may need more guidance and support, while others may work more independently and are able to possess mental representation of concepts in the domain. Therefore, subject content needs to be structured or modeled explicitly for students’ appropriate learning strategies allowing integration and construction of knowledge in physical and conceptual settings. The basic guidelines of building a general taxonomy of design cognition are concerned with the cognitive abilities to produce a range of generalizations and applications in different problem situations. Some key points need to be emphasized:

- Domain-specific knowledge can be conceptualized into complex meaning structures enabling students to reason and work at a more sophisticated level of understanding.

- No single domain or its impacts on learning dimension can totally support or interfere with situated learning.

- Strong interaction between the first and second dimension of learning allows a good sized contextual platform for deeper cognitive processing.

- Hierarchical learning objectives determine the effectiveness of problem-solving approaches and are responsible for the foundation of a developing thematic focus.
7. 4. SUMMARY

The two dimensions of design learning found in this paper are concerned with the referential and structural aspects of knowledge acquisition, and are responsible for the awareness construct of contextual complexity. The discerned aspects of design learning are about the more enduring skills that form the meaning structures and problem-solving strategies for the greatest transfer of value. With respect to creative problem solving, representing and interpreting values cut across all design contexts including aesthetics, semantics, and reappraisal of appearance in visual experiments in relation to social, environmental, and technological contexts. Only when such concepts, ideas, or internal structures existing across time and disciplines are identified can a knowledge-based design curriculum be developed.
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